
Dear Sirs, 

One of the seasoned engineers once said for nuclear facilities: I am concerned that the most risky 
sites are not as advisable as those with least risks as the consequences to avoid are the same that of 
melt downs. 

He had in the case of Japan a view that installing in the higher ground in populace areas was likely to 
have had less consequences than placing in the tusami known areas with the highest risks and on the 
failure of some of the defences the current partial meltdowns. 

This is a hard area for judgement where we are keen to assign mathematics but possibly should 
judge each of the sever risks better. 

For example in the Middle East the bombing or missile attacks are real risks, which until recently may 
have been placed on different areas differently, such as Iran to those following Libya, Egypt and the 
Gulf peripheries.   Discussions with Iraq ruled out nuclear on the grounds of too insecure currently.  
We await the KSA decisions in the next two weeks. 

Thank you 

Best regards 

Dr Chris Eaglen 

____________________________ 

 

mailto:gail.scowcroft@hse.gsi.gov.uk


Dear Sirs, 

With the declarations by Japan of the need for the protective sea 'fence' and the use of the floating 
Russian water processing facility to reduce seepage and to contain and 'treat' spill over could the UK 
and French review Sizewell site for C and D please.   This could be part of the ONR HSE reviews. 

The Sizewell site is a very high water table and seems unsuitable currently for a number of reasons 
mainly the reduced elevation of the land going north.  

EDF could consider locating gas units at the site instead of nuclear for the northern sector of the site 
which is practical.  

The melt down is a realisable extreme that can be designed for rather than written out by statistical 
reasoning that is not quite real for catastrophic situations.  

Thank you  

Best regards  

Dr Chris Eaglen 

_____________________________ 

 

TEPCO tries to enclose high radiation in sea in nuke crisis 

TOKYO, April 10 Kyodo - Tokyo Electric Power Co. started Saturday to install enclosing materials in 
the sea to prevent a further spread of highly radioactive water that seeped from a crisis-hit nuclear 
power plant, while continuing other efforts to stabilize Japan's worst nuclear crisis. A Cabinet minister 
visited the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station in Fukushima Prefecture on the same day for the 
first time since it was rocked by explosions. 

___________________________ 

Dear Sirs and Ladies, 

This first article suggests where the approach to the use of liquid nitrogen/powdered boron may have 
arisen from.  How to include such non-nuclear design changes into the facilities and stand by 
arrangements seems a problem currently for enhancing the protective measures for the new era. 

There are other areas outside of electricity and nuclear with contributions to make if the authorities 
can come out of the bubble of nuclear and also increase transparency for some simple matters such 
as reinforcing concrete designs.   

If liquid nitrogen is a secondary supplement to gravity water it is worthwhile having within the designs. 

Did Japan's Edano Save World from another Catastrophe? javascript:void(0);  

Dallas Blog (blog) - Tom McGregor - ?Apr 8, 2011? 

I told him to just get the biggest Liquid Nitrogen Containers he could get in Japan, have them fly there 
to site with helicopters, and have as many Liquid Nitrogen delivery trucks drive there as feasible, stop 
using water immediately. ...  

Backup systems protect N-plants javascript:void(0);  

The Daily Yomiuri - ?Apr 8, 2011? 



Nitrogen injections into the No. 1 reactor and the transportation of contaminated water continued 
smoothly despite some disturbances in restoration work, TEPCO officials said. At Japan Nuclear Fuel 
Ltd.'s nuclear fuel reprocessing plant in Rokkashomura ...  

Japan: Nitrogen injected to prevent explosion javascript:void(0);  

Xinhua - ?Apr 6, 2011? 

BEIJING, April 7 (Xinhuanet) -- In Japan, the operator of the disabled Fukushima nuclear power plant 
has injected nitrogen into its Number One reactor to prevent any new explosions. As TEPCO 
struggles to bring the plant under control, there WAS been ...  

javascript:void(0); 

Video: Japan nuclear crisis 'breakthrough' http://www.gstatic.com/news/img/cleardot.gifAl Jazeera  

Nitrogen injected into Japan reactor to avert blast The Hindu  

Nuclear update: Leak stopped. Why is Japan injecting nitrogen into reactor? Christian Science 
Monitor  

http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/04/08/us-japan-fortimeline-aprileight-idUSTRE7372WM20110408 

Nitrogen still being injected into stricken plant javascript:void(0);  

TVNZ - ?Apr 7, 2011? 

The injection of nitrogen into a Japanese nuclear reactor is continuing to prevent a repeat of last 
month's hydrogen explosions. The Fukushima plant is still far from under control and engineers have 
been forced to pump in tonnes of wanter to cool down ...  

javascript:void(0); 

'Decade' to shut down Japan plant BBC News  

Japan injects nitrogen into stricken reactor at N-plant Indian Express  

Voice of America - IBNLive.com  
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Developments in Japan's disasters, nuclear crisis javascript:void(0);  

The Canadian Press - ?Apr 5, 2011? 

ENGINEERS PREPARE TO INJECT NITROGEN. In a sign the reactors are still far from stabilized, 
engineers prepare to inject nitrogen into containment vessels around the cores to deter any hydrogen 
explosions. Nitrogen can prevent hydrogen from exploding ...  

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/07/world/asia/07japan.html?src=me  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/go/rss/int/news/-/news/world-south-asia-12982168 

International Atomic Energy Agency Briefing on Fukushima Nuclear Accident, 9 ... javascript:void(0);  

 



eNews Park Forest - ?12 hours ago? 

Nitrogen gas is continuing to be injected into the Unit 1 containment vessel to reduce the possibility of 
hydrogen combustion within the containment vessel. The pressure in this containment vessel is 
increasing due to the addition of nitrogen. ...  

_______________________ 

Dear Dr Eaglen  

Thank you for very much for your note dated 31st March 2011.  I have passed your comments onto 
Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) Review Team.  

Regards  

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: CHRIS EAGLEN

Sent: 31 March 2011 10:24 

Subject: being able to seal reactors and spent fuel pools 

Dear Sirs,  discussion with another anxious government contemplating new nuclear suggests new site 
layouts needed to enable subsequent easier access to sites to carry out sealing as at windscale and 
chernobyl.  The japanese site is trapped with turbine halls. Sizewell is trapped between sa and coast.  
More layout space impacts the current proposed sites.  The design should now enable catostrophic 
incident sealling. This requires different spacial layouts.  Also needs  easier road and coastal access 
for significant plant. Hse requires wider support of experiences to produce the report. 

Thank you best regards dr chris eaglen 


